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Abstract

We develop an evaluation method for Web radio, and perform it to see what we can

be learnt about seven prominent Web radio sites. We also evaluate a commercial FM

radio station for control purposes. We present a taxonomy of Web radio, and we give

our observations and conclusions on this evaluation.

1 Introduction

There are many parallels between radio and the Internet, in their early development, regula-
tion as well as use [6]. Both started off as inherently anarchic, free for all media. Radio has
developed into a tightly regulated medium, with well-established business models and huge
audiences. The Internet is following suit, with regulation and business models still underde-
veloped, while huge audiences have already been established. We investigate the intersection
of radio and the Internet. Our paper has a technical focus but does not ignore non-technical
issues, such as underlying business models.

There are many sites and portals that transport RF radio over the Internet. This is
not our area of interest, because we believe that simple retransmission of radio does not
benefit from the interactive capabilities offered by the Internet. Instead we are interested in
new forms of radio, that rely essentially on the Internet to bring new forms of interactive
entertainment and to support new business models. In common with RF radio, a Web radio
station targets it’s programming at a particular demographic, so that advertisement (the
major source of revenue for radio) can also be targeted. We will therefore concentrate on Web
radio with optimisation of the match of programming to demographic. Such optimisation is
often achieved by either customisation or personalisation.

In our previous research [5] we were surprised to be unable to find academic material
on ways to evaluate a program of music, such as a radio program. Mulvenna et al support
this observation [8]. To fill in this gap we develop an evaluation method, and perform it
to see what we can be learnt about existing commercial Web radio services. We offer a
taxonomy of Web radio, we present our method for reviewing Web radio sites, with a table
of results of seven sites and one commercial FM radio station, and we give our observations
and conclusions on this evaluation.

2 Related work

Much of the work looking at Web radio has been in the journalistic realm. Stone [13] and
Brown [2] produced articles on music recommenders separated by approximately 9 months.
Their opinions differ greatly, with Stone saying that improvement is needed, and Brown
giving a more positive opinion. This could indicate that the last year has seen progress in
this field.
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Microsoft has voiced an opinion on the subject [11]. This interest from one of the ‘big
players’ would seem to indicate what an important and potentially lucrative area personali-
sation is, but only 13% of Websites offer some form of personalisation, which Cohen blames
on the sheer expense of good personalisation [3].

MovieLens [1], an online movie recommender that developed out of the GroupLens
project [7] is interesting in this context, as a Web based recommender of un-quantifiable
items, but differs in one important respect. Personalised audio is not based on recommend-
ing a selection of items, but of selecting a single item that will fit in the next slot of a play
list. Maes [12] has done work on music recommendation, the results of which we believe form
the selection technology for Launch, one of the sites we review.

We use the standard text by Nielsen [10] to guide our evaluation of Websites, as well as
his analysis of personalisation [9].

3 RF radio

To compare Web radio to RF radio, we interviewed two radio professionals: the head of
the music department at Radio/TV Oost (see www.rtvoost.nl) and the head of Internet
operations at Radio 538 (see www.radio538.nl). We noted the following observations:

• A station that provides only music is known as a jukebox and a station with DJ banter
is a radio station. While the distinction is obvious in retrospect, it had previously
escaped our notice. The key to a radio station was summed up as ‘theatre of the mind’,
where jingles, DJ banter and other items of the station format, not just the music,
create a personal relationship with the listener.

• A format is used to structure the programming into a form that will appeal to a target
demographic. The music, jingles and other program building blocks attempt to connect
to people based on attributes of the audience, e.g. location, culture, lifestyle, mindset,
self-perceived age, etc. One common example of formatting is putting a short news
update in the first few minutes of each hour, and perhaps a weather bulletin in the last
few minutes. The weather would only be of interest to listeners at a specific location,
where the style and content of the news could be considered highly cultural. This
building of a format is used to attract advertisers who are hoping to reach members of
the same demographic the broadcasters are targeting.

• Song classifications are used to automatically construct programming, using in-
dustry standard scheduling and programming tools such as Powergold (see
www.powergold.com). While DJs provide banter and links between songs to add to
the experience of listening to the radio, they do little more than this. RTVOost classi-
fies all music based on the criteria they find useful for their programming, then software
automatically constructs programs based on time periods into which the day is divided
(these program may be adjusted by the music department). What is played in the
morning as people drive to work could differ from what is played at 3 pm when chil-
dren are coming home from school.

• Radio is considered mainly background. This comment reflects on the normal behaviour
of people as they listen to the radio. It is somewhat rare for a person to sit down and
only listen to music radio. Usually the radio is treated as a background noise, to keep
one entertained while performing another, more important, task, e.g. driving, washing
up, reading, working, etc. This information comes not only from our discussions with
radio professionals, but also from our previous experimentation with music [5].

The above observations provide the background information that enabled us to design
our Web radio evaluation method. First we will have a look at Web radio itself.
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of Web radio

Site Taxonomy Url/Frequency Operating Evaluated
Listen Multicast listen.com Jul 1999 - 10 Aug 2001

Clean-cut and simple, provides audio programs and links to music
videos provided by third parties

Net Radio Broadcast www.NetRadio.com Oct 1995 - Oct 2001 7 Aug 2001
Extremely polished and professional, the most mature radio site
in this review.

The Dial Multicast www.TheDial.com 1999 - 13 Aug 2001
Focused completely on the provision of music, which is then sup-
plied to affiliates.

Echo Personalised www.echo.com fall 2000 - 21 Aug 2001
Personalised with slick tools for group and single listener person-
alisation.

Launch Personalised www.launch.com Before May 1999 - 23 Aug 2001
Trying hard to be ‘cool’, providing a huge amount of additional
material, and a novel player.

Sonic Net Customised www.SonicNet.com Before Jan 1999 - 27 Aug 2001
Similar to Launch in design, look feel and balance, though cus-
tomised rather than personalised.

Spinner Broadcast www.Spinner.com Before Jan 1999 - 30 Aug 2001
Highly focused on simply providing audio, but provides a number
of forums to discuss related topics.

Sky Radio FM Radio 100.7 FM Sep 1988 - 16 Aug 2001
Jukebox radio station, prides itself to be number one in the
Netherlands. Provides light pop hits.

Table 1: Sites reviewed, with classification from our taxonomy, the period in which the site
has been operating, the date of the evaluation and a short description.
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4 Web radio

Although the majority of radio available on the Internet seems to be Webcasts, that is to say
real-time broadcasts of RF radio stations, a number of Internet only services do exist. These
services can be broken down into two main classifications.

The first is analogous to RF radio from the listener’s perspective. The user launches an
application or browser window, and has high-level control over the content. That is to say,
the listener chooses between programs, not content. A program could be loosely defined as
a collection of audio programming presented in a certain order. This ‘untargeted’ category
can be further broken down into true broadcasts, where every listener gets the same stream
of bits, and multicast, where every user gets an automatically generated program. The
main observable difference is that with multicast stations, you always start listening at the
beginning of a song, but there is often lag as the next song is loaded.

The second, ‘targeted’ group of services, perhaps surprisingly not as common as the
untargeted stations, consist of those that attempt to provide each user with a different,
unique, program, tailored to the user. These can be broken down into the sub-categories
of personalised and customised. A customised service allows users to directly affect the
programming by the use of detailed feedback. A listener could, perhaps, give a high rating to
a song, causing the song to play more frequently. A personalised service takes this further.
By analysing a listener’s preferences, an attempt is made to provide music that the system
believes will be appreciated. Figure 1 shows our Web radio taxonomy.

To populate the leaves of our taxonomy we chose seven prominent Web radio sites, based
on a preliminary look at novelty, maturity and apparent professionalism. Each station re-
viewed had to provide its own programming, to avoid unwittingly reviewing the same content
twice. For this reason, Webcasts and portals were excluded. The stations given in Table 1
are, we believe, representative of the state of the art in Internet audio provision. To add
some control to the review, we decided to perform (the audio only) part of our review on
an RF radio station. We chose Sky Radio, a popular Dutch pop FM station whose format
closely matched many of the Internet stations, to use as a benchmark. Table 1 shows name
of each site, its URL, the period of operation, the date on which we evaluated the site, and
a brief comment.

5 Review Procedure

The review looks at qualitative and quantitative aspects of the Web radio sites. Starting
with the quantitative aspects we identified: ‘Content’ (the audio available on the site), ‘User
Interface’ (including any Web pages on the site) and ‘Support’ (extras provided by the site).
We use a three star scale where one star is awarded for ‘acceptable’, two for ‘good’ and three
for ‘excellent’. An absence of a mark indicates an absence of service (see Table 6). This three
star scale was chosen due to the subjective nature of the review; a scale of higher resolution
would not have significantly added to accuracy. A brief explanation of the three sections
follows:

• User Interface - Our evaluation of the user interface is concerned with the usability,
look and feel of the site as a whole. This process was heavily guided by Nielsen’s Web
usability book [10].

• Content - We give two marks for content. One for the ‘Mix’, which is a programming
mark. Essentially, “does the listener like what he/she hears?”. This criterion is based
on the observation that acceptable music fades into the background, and is only noticed
when it becomes particularly good or particularly bad [5]. We also grade the site on
variety of music provided, i.e. to how many different musical tastes the site caters.

• Support - The form that many Web radio stations take often approaches a tradition
Web portal (e.g. MSN, MyYahoo, etc.) in form and content, with an emphasis on music.
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Many sites contain links to artists’ official pages, as well as music news, history and
other related information. Launch.com, for example, has a collection of over 7000 music
videos. We consider this ‘value added’ material to be pertinent to our investigation.

One of us has rated each site on each of these qualitative aspects, which of course implies
a significant degree of subjectivity. In Section 7 we indicate how this shortcoming could be
remedied in future work.

In the qualitative aspects we compared a number of characteristics of each radio station
that are either present or not present. This can be established objectively by a observing the
Website, thus no subjectivity enters this part of the evaluation.

• Business Model - How is the station funded? Choices include: Sponsorship, banner
adverts, and in-program audio adverts.

• Technology - Looks at the common techniques present on stations, such as specific
streaming technologies, or a mechanism to rate music.

• Comparison with RF Radio - This section comments on the audio items used to build
a format. Are jingles and DJ banter used to give the station a unique feel, or is it a
‘pure’ jukebox, playing only music and nothing else?

A detailed list of all items in these sections can be found in Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7.
The evaluation of the audio output of the site was designed to evaluate the overall ‘listen-

ing experience’ of each station, with the radio providing background to a suitable foreground
task (we argue that Web browsing is an appropriate foreground task in a previous paper [5]).
A total of twelve hours was spent listening to each radio station. Our experience suggested
twelve hours would be adequate to explore the performance of both the targeted and the
untargeted models of Web radio (see Figure 1). This period was broken into two six-hour
segments spread across two consecutive days. The reviewing of one site was performed on
the first two days of the week, while a subsequent site was reviewed on the last two days of
the week. This ensured a break of at least one day between stations, and an opportunity to
observe the bootstrap, on the first day, and the restart time, on the second day, of each site
reviewed.

Over the course of the twelve hours, 5 ratings are taken of the music delivered by the site.
In the case of untargeted stations, this can be seen as a rough measurement of consistency.
These periodic ratings also track the performance, and hopefully improvement, over time of
targeted stations. The first is taken 30 minutes after starting to listen, to judge the ‘cold
start’ performance of each station. The remaining ratings are taken at the end of the third,
sixth, ninth and twelfth hours. Again, our previous experience with audio reviewing led us
to choose these figures.

One feature that appears with some Web radio stations is an ability to skip a song that
the listener does not like. This is only available in the targeted model of Web radio. Given
that the music fades into the background when it is acceptable [5], the presence of interaction
with the station would only become useful when the music becomes good or bad. In the case
of bad music, we argue that it is useful to have the ability to skip a song, as this would
lessen the negative impact of each noticeably bad song. This possible gain is ignored in the
review for the sake of consistency with the untargeted stations. As all sites achieved a two
star rating, we feel this did not impact the review significantly as two star music is ‘good
background’ (see Tables 5 and 6), never coming to the foreground to remind the user that
he is able to skip the song.

Another concern faced was converting the five audio marks of the review into a single
mark for the table. While an average is reasonable in the case of broadcast model sites, where
there should be no improvement over time, personalised sites attempt to match the music
to the user over time. Each rating should therefore increase in relevance over the previous
as the station learns more about the listener. For this reason, we simply take an average of

the final two ratings, with the last rating weighted by a factor of two (
rating

4
+2(rating

5
)

3 ).
This average is then rounded to the nearest integer to give the final rating.
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Listen Net Radio The Dial Echo Launch Sonic Net Spinner Sky Radio
User Interface

Stream Player *** ** *** *** *** ** *** N.A.
Features *** *** *** *** *** *** *** |
Ease of Use ** *** *** ** ** *** *** |
Look and Feel *** *** *** *** *** *** *** |
Comments 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 |

Content
Mix ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ***
Variety *** *** ** *** *** *** ***
Channels 100 150 25 8 8 8 150 1

Support
Artist Info. ** *** *** N.A.
Music History ** ** * |
Music News * *** *** |
Music Videos *** *** |
Searches *** *** ** |
Other * ** * |
Comments 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1Simple, uncluttered interface.
2Anti-intuitive boot of player. Extra click needed each time.
3Simplicity leads to an easily attained ease of use score
4Lots of proprietary icons could be confusing.
5The trade off between cool and functional leaves the site a little hard to navigate
6Player features ticker tape news
7Simple site, but slightly cluttered stream player.
8Targeted model sites score highly on variety by default
9Powerful Music Discovery technology.

10A small amount of effort to provide extras.
11No real support. Some archives of interviews with artists
12Powerful collaborative tools - rating, chatting, messaging, group channel control
13History tracking bands through their music videos
14Scrolling news in player
15Newsgroup like forums

Table 2: Quantitative results of the review for seven Web radio sites and one FM broadcast
site for control.
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Listen Net Radio The Dial Echo Launch Sonic Net Spinner Sky Radio
Business Model

Music Purchases
√ √ √ √ √ √

Banners / popups
√ √ √ √ √

Audio Adverts
√ √

Other
√ √

Comments 1 2 3 4

Technology
Application

√ √ √
N.A.

Radio Webcasts
√ √ √ √ √ |

RealAudio
√ √ √ √ |

Windows Media
√ √ √ √ √ |

Download Content
√ √ √ |

Rate Music
√ √ √ |

Skip Song
√ √ √ |

Recommender
√ |

Personal Selection
√ √ √ |

Comments 5 6 7 8 9 10

Comparison with RF radio
Format 11 12 13 14 15 15 14 16

Adverts
√ √

Jingles
√ √ √ √ √

DJ Banter
√

News
√

Amateur Music
Comments 17 18 19

1Supplies content to affiliates
2Unknown
3Part of MTVi - seems to be a Web association for music (inc. VH1 and MTV)
4Advertising based commercial radio.
5Recommender based on Mood and Genre vectors.
6Personalisation assumed to be collaborative technology
7Collaborative filtering based selection engine, based on Patty Maes’ work
8Weak personalisation technology - based on rating artists, on site, not in player
9Occasional denial of service from downloadable application.

10Webcasts unreliable.
11Jingle on channel entry. No further interruptions
1210 mins music, 10 sec jingle, 1 min ad, 10 sec jingle
13Interruptions (30, 60, 120 seconds) every (2, 4, 8) songs
14Pure Jukebox
15Jukebox with occasional interruptions
163 4 minute ad breaks per hr. Traffic bulletins every 30 mins. News once an hr. Jingles every 10 mins
17DJ banter unconnected with music.
18Jingles in the forms of usage tips and artists saying ‘this is Launch’
19Frequent jingles.

Table 3: Qualitative results of the review for seven Web radio sites and one FM broadcast
site for control.
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6 Results

Table 2 show our (subjective) quantitative results and Table 3 shows the (objective) qualita-
tive findings on the eight radio stations. In this section we analyse the content of the tables.
We observe a number of interesting trends, the ones we feel most relevant follow.

Every site scored well in the ‘User Interface’ section of the review. No site received a
rating below 2, and every site scored at least 11 out of a possible 12 stars. This high level of
professional site design would seem to indicate a lot of effort has been invested in each site.

From the point of view of content, every station scored two stars overall, with the excep-
tion of Sky Radio, the FM station, which scored three. This suggests that Internet audio is
in general less mature than RF broadcast, even though there is no reason identical scheduling
technology cannot be (or indeed is not) used by Internet broadcasters and RF broadcasters.

The support provided by the site could be considered the most distinguishing quality of the
sites reviewed. Each site attempts to create its own look and feel, and we can divide the sites
into three broad groups. Two sites, Launch and Sonic Net, provide an almost encyclopaedic
database of music information. The rest provide little or no background music and artist
information. Spinner, Listen and Echo provide unique services to listeners, respectively
forums, and music recommender and group communication tools. Net Radio and The Dial
focus almost exclusively on the provision of content, with little or no extra support. These
three approaches show three different philosophies of Web radio.

Although jingles were relatively common, The Dial was the only station that inserted
banter-like audio into the programming in an attempt to create more of a relationship with
the listener. This interesting exception is also the only Web radio station reviewed that had
absolutely no ‘value-added’ support section, and also the only one that seemed to make all
its money from content provision to affiliates, these being re-broadcasters of the program.
This approach could perhaps explain the lack of support provided.

The Internet has always been championed as the publishing medium for “the little guy”,
and we took this into consideration with our review. The ‘Amateur Music’ row in our table
represents the presence of amateur music in programming, but none of the sites were observed
playing any. This represents a total of 84 hours (7 sites × 12 hours) listening to Internet
programming. This would seem to indicate that mainstream on the Internet is the same as
mainstream in broadcast RF radio.

Bootstrapping a targeted Web radio station is a compromise between the time taken to
gather initial profile data and the accuracy of the choice of the first song played. The three
targeted stations we reviewed had different approaches to bootstrapping:

• In the case of Echo, very little initial bootstrap information is taken. The user is
prompted to indicate favourite genres of music. The initial performance of Echo, how-
ever, only achieved one star. No improvement was noticed, despite continuous rating of
music, until about the 9th hour, at which point the audio started improving. Perhaps
there is a ‘critical mass’ of ratings before a good match can be made.

• Launch required more information, presenting a list of artists, and asking the user to
indicate which ones were considered ‘favourite’. This gave for better initial performance
than Echo, but showed no signs of improving over the twelve hours of the test, despite
continual ratings of songs. Performance was consistently two stars.

• Sonic Net also based its profile bootstrap on genres. The user is asked to rate genres
from 1 to 5. The system then creates a list of all known artists, each with a 1 to 5
star rating, based on this initial genre information. There is no facility to rate songs,
and changing the ratings of artists requires significant effort from the user, hence the
classification of this site as ‘customised’. Sonic net achieved identical ratings to Launch,
with far less effort.

Each site had an emphasis on getting the user to the music as quickly as possible, with
none of them achieving good bootstrap (good bootstrap being defined as three star music
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immediately). In fact, it took 9 hours on Echo to get ‘three star’ music, and neither Launch
nor Sonic Net showed any intention of providing this quality music. Each bootstrap method
also relies on the user knowing what is meant by genres, or being familiar with certain artists.
We feel none of these sites bootstrap effectively. We suggest the following improvements to
bootstrap procedures:

• The use of audio clips instead of words to describe music- Providing lists of artists and
genres may work for those familiar with music, but personalised services should also be
about introducing people to new music. Using ‘anonymous’ sound clips not only help
make the data gathering ‘blind’, but also removes cultural and language problems that
may occur when only text is used.

• Comparison based ratings - Anecdotal evidence leads us to believe that people would
prefer to say “I like song X more than song Y” than to say “I give song X a 6 on your
arbitrary scale”. Unfortunately, we have been unable to find a literature reference for
this.

• More diversified procedures - Give the user the opportunity to enter more detailed in-
formation into a bootstrap procedure, to enable the generation of better initial profiles.

• Scaling options - Allow the user to choose the amount of data to enter, explaining
beforehand the approximate time and the expected results of each option.

When we started investigating for this paper about 18 months ago we performed some
review functions on some sites. Although not as comprehensive or detailed as the version
included in this paper, it did include a review of Launch.com (originally performed in March
2000). The maturation of the site is marked, a gain of 2 stars in the Mix category (from no
stars in the original review to two in the current).

While almost all Web radio services surveyed gave acceptable audio, the only station that
received consistent three star ratings was Sky Radio; the commercial FM broadcast jukebox
station. Although it could be argued that Echo, which achieved a three star rating during
its last three hours of play had ‘caught up’ with programmed audio, more time would have
to be invested to determine if the long term performance of a personalised jukebox would
maintain the high standards observed with Echo. Perhaps we could say of this that Web
radio has yet to mature to the standards of traditional broadcasters.

7 Conclusions and future work

Our analysis of Web radio classifies stations into four categories of increasing personalisation,
respectively; broadcast, multicast, customised and personalised. Using this categorisation,
and our experience with Web radio, we went on to develop a method for the evaluation of
Web radio sites. We then tested our evaluation with a single reviewer across seven Web radio
stations, and a single FM broadcast station for control.

Of the sites reviewed, we observed professional Web design, but the quality of the music
did not match that of the FM broadcast station we also reviewed. In the case of customised
and personalised stations, we observed little novelty or innovation in the bootstrap procedures
that generate the initial profiles of the listeners.

The quantitative aspects of our review are subjective, and must thus be construed as
indicative. By contrast, the qualitative part of our review is objective.

A further analysis of the subjectivity of the quantitative aspects of our work and possible
ways of repair for future work follows.

• A single reviewer - Due to the nature of the experiment, we felt it would be unreasonable
to ask volunteers to spend a full two weeks analysing radio stations before we had tried
it ourselves. Since this is a pilot study we did not deal with the issue of rater bias or
rater reliability [4].
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• The subjective nature of music - The purpose of radio broadcasters of this nature is
entertainment, which can only be subjective. Solving this problem by averaging reviews
across large numbers of reviewers is expensive and logistically challenging. Again the
present paper represents the results of a feasibility study.

• External factors - Appreciation of music depends on the mood of the listener. Mood
can be affected by any number of factors, including weather, day of the week, news
from home, etc. It is unclear whether these factors can be cancelled out by averaging
across a larger number of subjects, because it may be too difficult to quantify the mood
someone is in.

The design of this experiment has given us valuable experience with the problems that
exist when attempting to produce objective measurements of entertainment. While intro-
ducing more reviewers (thereby creating statistical averages) can solve some of the problems,
the number of person-hours required for such an undertaking would be considerable. For this
reason, we intend to investigate the feasibility of varying the time spent on each site. By
adjusting the time each reviewer spends on a site, perhaps a balance can be found whereby
the maximum valid reviews can be achieved in the minimum number of person hours, using
shorter reviews to support more ‘in depth’ ones.

More work needs to be done to develop and standardise reviews of this nature, so that
an evaluation customisation and personalisation via collaborative filters for music, and other
entertainment and artistic based recommenders, can be used to help with the development
of an analysis of current and future systems.

Web radio is a dynamic phenomenon. Some of the sites that we have reviewed did not
exist when we did our first trial evaluation about 18 months before the current evaluation.
When finishing the write-up of this paper in October 2001, we were surprised to discover
that Net Radio had folded after broadcasting for 6 years. This happened to be the station
we found to be the most professional.
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Section rating description
Stream No stream player
Player * More than the standard stream player

** Displays of textual information
*** Use of animations or other advanced features

Features Feature-poor environment
* At least 2 standard controls (e.g. play, stop, volume, etc.)
** Standard controls, and easy switching between channels
*** 2 or more advanced features

Ease Difficult to use
of Use * Functional and intuitive

** On first use, able to navigate site with ease
*** On first use, able to play good music within 5 minutes

Look Poor layout
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Section rating description
Mix Music rarely fades to background

* More than 2 noticeable bad songs per hour
** Good background
*** More than 2 noticeable good songs per hour

Variety Only one single choice of listening
* Found selection of genres
** Found selection of genres and music I would listen to on a regular

basis
*** Cannot imagine anyone not finding what they want

Table 5: Key to quantitative entries regarding the Content. This section is based on two
ratings: Mix asks the reviewer if he/she likes the music. Variety asks if others could find
music they like.

Section rating description
Artist Not Provided
Information * Provided

** Good amount of information
*** Comprehensive Database

Music Not Provided
History * Provided

** Good amount of history
*** Comprehensive Database

Music Not Provided
News * Provided

** Good amount of news
*** Comprehensive Database

Music Not Provided
Videos * Available

** More than 100 videos
*** More than 1000 videos

Searches Not Provided
* Some form of relevant engine provided
** Useful search engine
*** Well implemented useful search engine

Other No distinct features uncovered
* One or two distinct features uncovered
** Three to six distinct features uncovered
*** Many features uncovered

Table 6: Key to quantitative entries regarding the Support, i.e. the value-added parts of the
site. Services provided in a non-audio form.
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Section description
Business Model Concerned with how the site makes money
Music Purchases Links to buy CDs (not simply a link to the front page of a

retailer)
Banners Web advertising on the main site or in the player
Audio Adverts In-program audio adverts
Other Other methods of making money exist (e.g. sale of shares)
Technology A look at the methods used to provide content
Application An executable program is downloaded and used to listen to

the music
Radio Webcasts A Web browser window is opened and used to listen to the

music
RealAudio A RealAudio stream is used to listen to the music
Windows Media A Windows Media stream is used to listen to the music
Downloadable Content A provision is made to allow the user to download content

for off-line listening
Rate Music Some kind of rating system exists for individual pieces of

content
Skip Song Is the listener able to arbitrarily move to the next song
Personalised Selection Programmed music is selected for each listener
Recommender The site provides a recommender service for each user, ad-

vising of new music that may be enjoyable.
Comparison With RF radio This section takes a look at the inclusion of common radio

elements in Web radio broadcasts
Format A textual description of the format of the station over an

hour
Adverts Are in-program audio adverts present
Jingles Are jingles played to increase station awareness
DJ Banter Does DJ Banter feature to add entertainment and person-

alisation
News Are short news bulletins played

Table 7: Key to qualitative entries
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